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Preface
Spring 2020, the start of the pandemic in Europe marks a
new era. Scared, I wake up during the night, grab my pen and
start writing. A plot and some images come to mind. A feeling
of being loved and carried fills me. There is nothing to fear,
everything is orchestrated by something deeply benevolent.

The next day, nature continues to carry this message: the birds
sing aloud and attest to this change. The light chases the
night away and a new perception takes place: “Everything is
at its right place; although it doesn‘t always seem to look like
it.”

I spend a few nights writing. The story is revealed and I decide
to share it with my friend Fabienne. She encourages me to
keep writing and to follow my inspiration. A few nights later,
the text is finished. It relates the story of an improbable
encounter between a fox and a little girl.

Months went by. As I write these lines, my partner Vital is
engaged in the layout of this book. I am touched by his
dedication and love making sure that everything is in its right
place. It reminds me of the message of this book: that we,
humans, are carried when we focus on what we really want,
what we love and let our steps be guided by inspiration.



“Faith is a connection of the highest inner simplicity to the
cosmic flow of life, to the all-encompassing divine power
which is life and for which nothing is impossible.”

Bruno Gröning


